SMART, EFFICIENT
MANAGEMENT, PLANNING
AND DEVELOPMENT OF
WATER & WASTEWATER SERVICES

MORE THAN A NAME

The Florida Governmental
Utility Authority (FGUA) is a
special purpose government
that acquires, owns, improves
and operates water and
wastewater utilities.
The FGUA is guided by a leadership board
comprised of appointed representatives from
participating counties or municipalities. This
board provides the local governments the
decision-making authority in management
and operations. All aspects of utility policy,
including rate setting and customer service
standards fall under the Board’s direction.
Through the FGUA’s unique structure, local
governments can retain decision-making
influence regarding the utility service in their
communities while eliminating the financial
burden of ownership, debt, operation, and
maintenance.

Contact the FGUA Operations Office
280 Wekiva Springs Road, Suite 2000
Longwood, FL 32779
(877) 552-FGUA (3482) – toll free
(407) 629-6900 (phone)
(407) 629-6963 (fax)
info@fgua.com
www.fgua.com

“FGUA team members continue to make excellent progress
on system upgrades to improve water quality, and on their
commitment to provide excellent customer service.”
John Andrews, Co-Chairman, Pasco Customer Committee

IN GOOD HANDS
The FGUA delivers
responsiveness,
reliability, and
efficiency
to member
governments. In
the past ten years,
the FGUA has
acquired $322
million in water and
wastewater utilities and currently manages
120,000 customer connections across
Florida. There are 84 individual FGUA utility
systems located in 14 counties and cities in
Florida. These customers represent annual
billings of $56.5 million for utility services
that the FGUA provides. The FGUA’s
extensive experience in utility operations
gives them the ability and knowledge to
successfully acquire, manage, and improve
utility systems.

BENEFITS FOR CUSTOMERS
& LOCAL GOVERNMENTS
With every acquisition, the FGUA carefully
reviews each utility and plans necessary
capital improvement projects. These
improvements enhance the efficiency and
accountability of the water and wastewater
services. Improvement projects like

plant expansions and the construction of
interconnections among utilities result in more
consistent, reliable service for customers.

by execution of an interlocal agreement.
This interlocal agreement essentially
becomes the “constitution” of how the utility
will operate in partnership with its member
governments.
Florida Statutes grant the FGUA the
authority to set utility rates and charges,
levy special assessments and issue debt to
finance the acquisition and improvements of
utility systems. The FGUA enjoys the same
benefit of low cost public financing that
cities and counties enjoy, including eligibility

The FGUA can provide a vital transitional step for local governments
to acquire, interconnect, or consolidate their local utilities.
The FGUA has no employees of its own
and uses contractors to perform day-today operations, repairs and management
of all utilities to achieve the benefits of both
private sector efficiency and public ownership
accountability. This organizational structure
ensures maximum flexibility and costeffectiveness for all of the FGUA customers.
To maintain consistent high quality
management oversight, however, the FGUA’s
System Manager oversees all business
activities and implements the plans and
directives of the FGUA Board of Directors.

JOINING THE FGUA
A local government in whose jurisdiction an
FGUA utility system is located must consent
to an FGUA presence there. This consent
forms the partnership. Further, governments
may become a member of the FGUA simply

for state and federal grants. Each member
government is also granted the right to
acquire the utility system in their jurisdiction
from the FGUA for only the amount of
outstanding debt.
The FGUA can provide a vital transitional
step for local governments to acquire,
interconnect, or consolidate their local
utilities. This is particularly helpful in
moving problematic private systems with
less local control to public ownership.
This step relieves the local government of
time and resources, allowing substantial
improvements to be made to the system if
necessary, until they are prepared or desire
to assume direct ownership. It also provides
local governments a supplemental technical
assistance resource.

